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With comic-inspired films as a fast-growing business today, it seems all of Hollywood's biggest names are clams to get involved. Some actors have also managed to cast roles in both Marvel and DC films, making them players in rival cinematic universes. Below, see 10 actors who have
taken on characters from every major comic book company. 1. Ryan Reynolds Green Lantern | Warner Bros. His main turn as DC's The Green Lantern in 2011 has essentially been a long-running joke, but Reynolds got the last laugh with Deadpool this year very successfully. Deadpool |
Marvel As Marvel's Merc With a Mouth, Reynolds (who also recently starred in Blade company: Trinity) finally got the superhero vehicle he was looking for: smart, funny, and definitely R-rated. And we can expect many more characters in the near future: Deadpool 2 is already in the works.
2. Ben Affleck Daredevil | Affleck's Marvel has been in the winning stream in recent years, but we (unfortunately) all remember the dark period that included Daredevil 2003. The actor's efforts as Marvel's Man Without Fear have been critically panted and have not really done his already
tumultuous career any favours. Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice | Warner Bros. Good luck to Affleck, he has since got a second chance to play a superhero in dc comics recently issued Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice. The film has been criticized for its overly serious tone, but
Affleck's portrayal of the Caped Crusader seems to do the iconic character justice. 3. Halle Berry Halle Berry as Fuss | 20th Century Fox Berry played Storm in several Marvel X-Men films, starting with 2000. Although she reportedly bonded with director Bryan Singer over her portrayal of the
character, she denounced the role in 2014's X-Men: Days of Future Past. Catwoman | Warner Bros. Unfortunately for Berry, it wasn't the only comic character he portrayed on the big screen. She joined dc comic universe as a titular character in Catwoman 2004. The film was harshly
criticized and it seems berry agreed with them. The film was awarded for worst actor at the 25th annual Razzie Awards, and he showed to receive it, famously saying, I want to thank Warner Bros. for deciding me in this film a piece-of-sh-, god-awful. To give a really bad performance like me,
you need to have a really bad actor. 4. James Marsden James Marsden as Cyclops | 20th Century Fox Marsden portrays Scott Summers aka Cyclops in Marvel's X-Men, X2: X-Men United, and X-Men: The Last Stand. Although Marsden was a charismatic actor, he was never given much to
do as a laser-eyed mutant and the character was murdered at the beginning of the year The Last Stand. He later rebuked the role to come brief in X-Men: Days of Future Past. Superman Returns | Warner Bros. Marsden jumped ship to DC Comics for the 2006 Superman Return, where he
played another rather lacking role Lane's one-time love interest, Richard White. Hopefully, Marsden will get a hit on the more interesting and festive characters that comics inspired in the future. 5. Tommy Lee Jones Two Faces in Batman Forever | Warner Bros. Jones entered the world of
comic book movies in 1995, as harvey dent's money man aka Two Face in Batman Forever. Jones is a strong entertainer, but his image is filled with mixed reviews - perhaps because, as revealed recently, he can't stand with the stars alongside Jim Carrey. Colonel Chester Phillip | Marvel
Studios That didn't prevent him from covering other comic characters a century and a half later, in Captain America. As Colonel Chester Phillip, Jones played really well to type, depicting the gruff, hesitant, insinuating demeanor he recognized. 6. Michael Fassbender Jonah Hex | Warner
Bros. In recent years, Fassbender has proved all-rounder by taking on an interesting mix of comic blockbusters and Oscar-worthy mines. But the choice isn't always so precise. In 2010, he played the hat-donning, ruthless Sidekick Burke in the DC adaptation of jonah hex's ghaib yellow
spleen hunter. It's not surprising that the film was widely panked and became the main box office bomb. Magneto | 20th Century Fox Good luck to him, the inclusion of the next comic book is much better received. The actor portrayed a young version of Marvel's Magneto in the First Class XMen trilogy, which will end with X-Men: Apocalypse. 7. Josh Brolin Jonah Hex | Warner Bros. Like Fassbender, Brolin had a rough start into the comic book film world, thanks to Jonah Hex's critical and commercial failures. Although his exponential role in the film wasn't exactly a cauldron as
he might have hoped, that didn't exempt the actor from taking on the role of a later comic supervillain. Thanos | Marvel He now plays marvel's crazy Thanos titan. So far, the character has made only a few minor cameos in the MCU, upping his role as the big bad guy who will officially play in
Avengers: Infinity War. And as if that weren't enough, he also recently signed on to play cable's main antagonist in Deadpool 2. 8. Chris Evans Captain America | Marvel Studios Evans has publicly stated he is ready to leave the MCU behind, and you can't blame the man for feeling that
way. He has been part of the Marvel family for more than a decade, having first played Johnny Storm aka Torch Man in Fantastic Four and now portraying Steve Rogers aka Cap himself in Captain America and the Avengers films. Who Loses | Warner Bros. Although his Marvel role was
clearly his most famous, Evans also took on the role of Jake Jensen in the 2010 film, The Losers, based on the comic book series of the same name published by the imprint DC. 9. Idris Elba's Loss | Warner Bros. Speaking of The Losers, Elba also starred in the most unsuccessful
adaptation alongside Evans. He played Captain Jake Jensen, a team-play expert and computer teaser. Heimdall | Marvel Likes Likes he then took on the role of comic book in the Marvel universe, playing Asgardian Heimdall who was always watching in Thor films, as well as in certain
Avengers films. 10. Zoe Saldana's Loss | Warner Bros. Saldana appeared in DC's The Losers alongside Evans and Elba. He played the original Bolikan and the mystery adept warrior, Aisha al-Fadhil. Gamora | Marvel That wasn't the only time he played an inspired comic character who
knew how to hold his own in battle. Saldana also portrays alien hero Gamora in Marvel's The Guardians of the Galaxy and will return for a role in the upcoming sequel. Check out Entertainment Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Universal apps run on iPad and iPhone. Although iPad runs most
iPhone apps in compatibility mode, universal apps are designed specifically to handle the different screen sizes between iPhone and iPad. When the iPad was originally removed, many builders released hd versions of their iPhone apps to support a larger screen on the iPad, but today, most
apps released in the app store are Universal apps that work on iPad and iPhone. One of the great features of the App Store is that if you've purchased an app once, you can install it how many times you want. You can also delete it and then reinstall it later, which is great if you're destroyed
for storage space and need to free up some until installing an update or downloading the movie. Once purchased, it is always purchased. Apple doesn't provide a clear label for Universal apps, but you know whether the app is universal by christmasing down the details so you see
Compatibility, which is just above Language. If you list your iPad, iPhone and iPod Touch, the app is universal. If it only listed your iPad or iPhone, it will only work on that device. However, any iPhone app that appears in the iPad App Store can run on iPad in iPhone Compatibility Mode.
Apple TV eventually received its own app store with the latest version, but due to the major differences between Apple TV and iPad/iPhone, not all Universal apps were extended to Apple TV. However, some Universal apps support Apple TV. This will be seen below the Compatibility entry
on the application details page. Unfortunately, this app is few and far between. Most apps issued today are universal apps, but there are still apps designed specifically for iPhone or iPad. However, you can still download only iPhone apps on your iPad and run them in compatibility mode.
When you search the app store, there is a filter at the top of the screen. In the upper left corner is the iPad Filter Only. If you change this filter to iPhone Only, you can find and download the app Although iPad can run only iPhone apps in compatibility mode, otherwise it isn't true. iPhone
can't run apps designed to just run on iPad. It's one thing to blow the iPhone's small screen up to iPad size, it's completely different to shrink down the iPad screen. Screen.
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